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ABSTRACT
Studying networks to predict the emerging interactions is a com-
mon research problem for both fields of network science and ma-
chine learning. The problem of predicting future or missing relation-
ships in networks is called link prediction. Machine learning studies
have mostly approached to this problem as a clustering or a clas-
sification task. A few obstacles might be involved in approaching
network datasets through machine learning models, including un-
defined euclidean distance, extracting proper features, unbalanced
data classes due to the sparsity of real networks, or embedding
graphs to a low dimensional vector space while preserving the
structure to study networks. Extensive studies have examined these
problems from different aspects and proposed methods some of
which might work very well for a specific application but not as
a global solution. In this survey, we review the general-purpose
techniques at the heart of link prediction problem, which can be
combined with domain-specific heuristic methods in practice. To
the best of our knowledge, this survey is the first comprehensive
study which considers all of the mentioned challenges about study-
ing networks and approaching them through machine learning
models. We provide a diverse study on feature extraction tech-
niques for network datasets based on similarity metrics, maximum
likelihood methods, probabilistic methods and graph representation
learning. Our other contributions include proposing a taxonomy
to classify link prediction methods and continue with introducing
valuable network dataset collections to study the problem of link
prediction. Our final contribution is discussing and proposing a few
models, including a multi-stream feature learning model to exploit
the benefits of local and quasi-local network extraction techniques
combined with graph representation learning.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Complex networks have been extensively studied in the context
of understanding diffusion of information in social networks, in-
teractions between people, structural similarity of proteins and
architecture of business relations between people, corporations or
countries etc. This emerging "connectedness" fascinated researchers
to investigate complex networks thoroughly. Social networks, as we
are all familiar with, may be a prime example of complex networks.
Social networks are constructed by putting together human-human
interactions irrespective of their regional distances, different cul-
tures, and even sometimes different languages. The use of social
networks facilitates receiving news from around the world, com-
municating with friends, following scientific developments, and
more. Another example of a complex network is the information
network, which is also called a "knowledge network" [82] and has
a similar structure to social networks. The most common example
for information networks is the citation network, in which authors
are connected via their scientific publications and co-citation inter-
actions [35]. Biological networks, on the other hand, might provide
another example for complex networks, which represent protein-
protein interactions, metabolic pathways or genetic interactions
between organisms. Individuals and the different relations between
them in a network structure can simply act as a graph composed
of a set of nodes (vertices) and edges (links). Such graphs can be
defined as G = ⟨V ,E⟩ where V is the set of vertices and E is the
set of edges in the graph [47]. For a dynamic graph of complex
networks, the set of vertices and edges change over time as new
users are introduced to the network and new links emerge through
new connections. Graphs of complex networks might contain a
substantial number of communities in which each strong and dense
interconnections help to distinguish communities while they are
themselves connected through weak connections [13].
To provide a few visualization examples for complex networks,
Figure 1a demonstrates the well-known network of Zachary’s
karate club. This figure shows the connectedness of 34 members
of the karate club interacting outside the club context [118], and is
colored based on the connections of two central people (members
1 and 34). The matrix is formed by linking associations between
the nodes, and it is called "adjacency matrix" (Figure 1b). This ma-
trix provides information about whether links exist between the
Zachary’s karate club members. In Figure 1b, the links are displayed
by the color yellow, whereas blue colored area illustrates the non-
existence of links between members. Since this network is very
sparse and small, one can easily follow all the connections between
the individuals. To exemplify the visualization of a dense graph of
social networks, Figure 2 displays one of the ego-network struc-
tures of the SNAP Facebook dataset [63]. As can be observed in this
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figure, the colors either refer to the number of connections in the
network, known as the "degree" (Figure 2a), or "closeness" (Figure
2b) which is measured by taking the shortest paths.
Figure 1: Two visualizations for the Zachary’s karate club
data. a. The visualization of the relationships between 34
members in the karate club outside of the club (for two cen-
tral nodes of numbers 1 and 34), b. The adjacency matrix of
the relationships betweenmembers of the karate club. Links
are colored by yellow.
The oldest studies in network science are based on the random
graphs [37] proposed by Erdős and Rényi, in which n edges are con-
nected randomly out of n(n − 1)/2 number of possible edges with
probability p. An extensive effort has been made on random graphs,
which demonstrate the common properties of the networks and
their probabilistic distributions, and it fueled novel research ideas
for the future studies for a long time. [6, 17, 36, 41, 56]. Later stud-
ies shifted their focus to real networks (not generated randomly)
and explained their formation and evolution. Studies on computa-
tional network analysis mainly comprise of statistical analyses of
complex networks [28, 77, 92], community detection and node clas-
sification [38, 61, 89], evolution of the dynamics of networks over
time [31, 32, 58, 111], information diffusion and cascade analyses
[9, 42, 97, 116], data mining [29, 96, 103] and graph visualization
[18, 24, 78, 112] etc. One of the most interesting and long-standing
challenges is the problem of link prediction in complex networks.
This challenge aims to make inferences about the existing links
between the nodes, understand the structure and the formation of
the networks to predict the not-yet-existing connections between
the pairs of entities. Link prediction applications include online
recommendation systems, route recommendations based on traffic
patterns, and patterns of disease epidemics, and the diffusion of
information in complex networks [66, 75].
One of the main obstacles in the challenge of link prediction is
that there is a trade-off between the amount of information (nodes,
links, and features) to be analyzed and the complexity of the method
used for the analysis. This problem becomes apparent especially
when studying real-world networks containing thousands of nodes
and interactions [75]. Furthermore, network datasets pose the prob-
lem of an imbalance resulting from the sparsity of networks [75].
Link prediction have been mostly investigated through unsu-
pervised graph representation and feature learning methods based
on node (local) or path (global) similarity metrics calculated for
neighboring nodes. However, the task of link prediction can also
be overcome by the use of supervised machine learning algorithms.
Machine learning models for the task of link prediction might i)
exploit the similarity metrics as the input features ii) embed the
nodes into a low dimensional vector space while preserving the
topological structure of the graph iii) combine the information de-
rived from i or ii with the node attributes available from the dataset.
Link prediction models rely on the hypothesis that nodes with more
similarities are more likely to connect [75]. Graph feature learning
techniques, on the other hand, include the examination of graph
topology and structural features to calculate score functions based
on pairwise similarity metrics. Common neighbors, preferential
attachment, Jaccard, Katz and Adamic Adar are some of the widely
used similarity metrics which measure the likelihoods of edge asso-
ciations in graphs. While these methods may seem dated, they are
far from being obsolete. Despite the fact that they do not discover
the attributes for graphs, they have remained popular for years due
to being simple, interpretable and scalable [121]. These methods
provide the features on which machine learning models can learn
upon.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. First, we look
into the preliminaries and describe the problem, then we list our
contributions in this survey. In section 2 a review over techniques
for similarity metrics and their definitions is provided. We present
maximum likelihood techniques for link prediction in section 3
and continue with probabilistic methods in section 4. Section 5
devotes to graph embedding methods and representation learn-
ing. A discussion over a few supervised link prediction models is
available in section 6. Section 7 includes literature combining multi
sources for the problem of link prediction. In section 8, a few net-
work datasets are introduced. Finally, in section 9 we discuss and
review some methods and propose distinct models for future study.
The appendix includes the diagram for the proposed taxonomy and
supplementary materials.
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Figure 2: Ego network of node 107 of SNAP Facebook dataset
colored with respect to a. degree centrality b. closeness cen-
trality
1.1 Preliminaries and Problem Description
A complex network (graph) G = ⟨V ,E⟩ can be defined as the set of
entities called "nodes (vertices)" V and interaction between pairs
of entities called "edges (links)" V at a particular time t . The main
idea behind applying the feature extraction or learning methods
onto link prediction problem is the use present information of the
existing edges to predict future or missing edges which will emerge
at time t ′ > t . Although some discussed methods in next sections
can solve the link prediction problem of directed graphs mainly,
most methods we considered in this survey address the problem of
link prediction for undirected graphs. The difference between the
link prediction problem for directed and undirected graphs arises
from the additional information required for directed ones. This
information refers to the origin of the associated link for directed
graphs in which ⟨x ,y⟩ means that the relation is directed from x
to y. However, in undirected graphs the edges have no orientation
and the relation between them is reciprocal. The important feature
of undirected graphs is the identity of the pair orders ⟨x ,y⟩ and
⟨y,x⟩ [110]. It should be noted that self interactions of nodes are
not allowed and not taken into account [73]. Since the connections
between nodes are the main concern of link prediction approaches,
the other set of nodes connected to node x ∈ V is called as the
"neighbors of node x" and denoted as Γ(x) ∈ V . While Γ(x) stands
for the neighbor nodes connected to the node x, the number of links
or edges connected to the node is represented by |Γ(x)|. Different
link prediction algorithms necessitate training and test sets to com-
pare their performances like every machine learning ; however, one
cannot know the future links at t ′ by considering the current graph
structure. Therefore, a fraction of links from the current network
structure is deleted (Figure 3.c), and taken as the test set (true pos-
itive), whereas the remaining fraction of edges in the network is
used as the training set. A reliable link prediction approach should
provide higher probabilities for the edges belong to the set of true
positives comparing to the set of nonexistent edges (true negatives)
[109].
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Figure 3: Imaginary representation of a. directed whole
graph b. undirected whole graph c. undirected training
graph
1.2 Summary of Contributions
Our contribution in this survey includes, firstly, presenting a com-
prehensive study on diverse and thorough link prediction tech-
niques which is not provided in other surveys as a whole. Since the
solution of link prediction problem is not a trivial task, a number of
methods were derived all different from each other in terms of their
philosophy. Although survey studies up to now provide a large spec-
trum of solutions, they do not consider unsupervised/supervised
feature extraction techniques, feature based/graph based methods
and learning models simultaneously. We present our work by pro-
viding an overall review on feature extraction techniques based
on similarity metrics, maximum likelihood methods, probabilistic
methods, and graph representation learning models.
Another contribution of this survey is proposing a general tax-
onomy for the methods studying the problem of link prediction.
A scheme of the proposed taxonomy is displayed in Figure 4. The
methods are categorized in accordance with their approaches to
extract the network features. We split the available models into
two categories of Feature Extraction Methods and Feature Learning
Methods. The first branch consists of models studying network fea-
tures through Similarity Based Methods, Likelihood Based Methods,
and Probabilistic Methods. The second branch contains techniques
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Figure 4: The proposed taxonomy for the feature extraction techniques and feature learning methods for link prediction
studies.
which apply a node embedding to the graph and learn the graph rep-
resentations. These models include Matrix Factorization Methods,
RandomWalk Based Methods, and Neural Network Based Methods.
All of the studied techniques provide features which can be fed to
supervised/unsupervised machine learning algorithms to approach
the link prediction problem through a clustering or a classification
task.
2 SIMILARITY BASED METHODS
The most generic framework used for link prediction purposes is
computing the similarity between nodes based on very simple idea:
if two nodes are more similar, they are more likely to be linked in the
future. Based on this hypothesis similarity between unconnected
node pairs (x and y) are assigned s(x,y) and ranked; not-yet-existing
links can be predicted with high similarity score. These methods use
the topology structure of the network by considering specific node
pairs. Based on the systematic structure of the metrics, they can be
investigated under three categories: global, local and quasi-local
approaches.
For clarity of the further explanations, let us give common no-
tations used in these approaches. Suppose that lowercase letters
denote nodes; x and y are the main nodes we are trying to assign
a similarity score between them. Γ(x) is used to define the set of
neighbors of node x and |Γ(x)| is for the number of neighbors of
node x, i.e. z ∈ Γ(x) ∩ Γ(y) mean z is either the neighbor to node x
or node y. Let A represents adjacency matrix and |E | the number
of edges in the network.
2.1 Local Similarity Based Approaches
Local similarity based approaches are based on either the idea that
if node pairs have common neighbors structures or one of them
already has a significantly higher degree, they will probably form
a link in the future. Because they use only local topological in-
formation based on neighborhood-related structures rather than
considering the whole network structure, they are faster than the
global similarity based approaches. Many studies showed also their
superior performance especially on the dynamic networks [68];
however, they are restricted to compute the similarity of the all pos-
sible combination of the node pairs since they only rank similarity
between close nodes which have distance less than two.
2.1.1 Common Neighbors (CN). : CN is one of the most widespread
information retrieval metric for link prediction task due to its high
efficiency in spite of its simplicity. The idea behind CN is that the
probability of being linked for two nodes in the future is affected
by the number of their common nodes, i.e. two nodes will highly
probably establish a link if they have more shared nodes. The score
of this metric can be defined as follows:
sCN(x,y) = |Γ(x) ∩ Γ(y)| (1)
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It should be noted that, resulting score using CN is not normal-
ized, and only shows the relative similarity of different node-pairs
by considering shared nodes between them. Newman used CN to
show that the probability of collaboration between two scientists in
the future can be estimated by their previous common collaborators
[81].
2.1.2 Jaccard Index (JC). : The metric not only takes number of
common nodes into account as in CN, but also normalizes it by con-
sidering the total set of number of shared and non-shared neighbors.
The equation of this score proposed by Jaccard [53] is:
s JC(x,y) =
|Γ(x) ∩ Γ(y)|
|Γ(x) ∪ Γ(y)| (2)
2.1.3 Salton Index (SL). : SI is the metric which is known as cosine
similarity in the literature. It is simply the ratio of number of shared
neighbors of x and y to the square root of inner-product of their
degrees [91].
sSL(x,y) =
|Γ(x) ∩ Γ(y)|√|Γ(x)|.|Γ(y)| (3)
Wagner & Leydesdorff [106] showed that SI is an efficient metric
when constructional pattern of relations are aimed to be visualized.
2.1.4 Sørensen Index (Sø). : The index very similar to JI is generated
to make a comparison between different ecological samples [94].
sS(x,y) =
2|Γ(x) ∩ Γ(y)|
|Γ(x)| + |Γ(y)| (4)
The difference of using summation of the degrees instead of
degrees of their union makes SøI less outlier sensitive when it is
compared with Jaccard Index [76].
2.1.5 Preferential Attachment Index (PA). : This metric is the result
of the study of Barabasi & Albert in which new nodes joining to
the network are proved to be connected highly probably with an
existing node that has higher degrees rather than a node that has
lower degrees [10].
sPA(x,y) = |Γ(x)|.|Γ(y)| (5)
2.1.6 Adamic-Adar Index (AA). : The metric AA is motivated by
the necessity of the comparison of two web-pages by Lada Adamic
and Eytan Adar [4], is simply use the idea of giving more weight to
the relatively fewer common neighbors.
sAA(x,y) =
∑
z∈ |Γ(x )∩Γ(y) |
1
loд |Γ(z)| (6)
Although it has similarities between CN, the important differ-
ence is that shared neighbors of two nodes are penalized by the
logarithm of their degrees. It should be noted that while the other
metrics include the two nodes (x and y) and/or their degrees in their
equations, AA relates common neighbors (z) to these two nodes (x
and y).
2.1.7 Resource Allocation Index (RA). : Motivated by physical pro-
cess of resource allocation, a very similar metric to AA is developed
by Zhou et al. [122].
sRA(x,y) =
∑
z∈ |Γ(x )∩Γ(y) |
1
|Γ(z)| (7)
The difference in the denominator k−1z of RA rather than loдkz−1
in AA penalizes the contribution of common neighbors more. Many
studies show that this discrepancy is very insignificant, and result-
ing performances of these two metrics are very similar when the
average degree of the network is low; however, RA is more superior
when the average degree is high [108].
2.1.8 Hub Promoted Index (HP). : The index is proposed for assess-
ing the similarity of the substrates in metabolic networks [88] and
defined as following formula:
sHP(x,y) =
|Γ(x) ∩ Γ(y)|
min(|Γ(x)|, |Γ(y)|) (8)
HPI value is simply determined by the ratio of common neighbors
of both x and y to the minimum of degrees of nodes of x and y.
Here, link formation between lower degree nodes and the hubs is
more promoted while the formation of the connection between hub
nodes are prevented [75].
2.1.9 Hub Depressed Index (HD). : The totally opposite analogy
is also considered by Lü and Zhou [73]. Here, link formation be-
tween lower degree nodes and that between hubs are promoted;
however, connection beween hub nodes and lower degree nodes
are prevented.
sHD(x,y) =
|Γ(x) ∩ Γ(y)|
max(|Γ(x)|, |Γ(y)|) (9)
2.1.10 Leicht-Holme-Newman Index (LHN1). : The index, very sim-
ilar to SI, is defined as the ratio of number of shared neighbors of
x and y to the product of their degrees, the latter is the expected
value of the number of paths of length between them [62].
sLHN 1(x,y) =
|Γ(x) ∩ Γ(y)|
|Γ(x)|.|Γ(y)| (10)
The difference in denominator shows that SI always assigns
higher score than LHNI.
2.1.11 Parameter Dependent Index (PD). : Zhou et al. proposed a
new metric to improve the prediction accuracy for not only popular
links but also unpopular links. PD can be defined as:
sPD(x,y) =
|Γ(x) ∩ Γ(y)|
|Γ(x)|.|Γ(y)|λ
(11)
where, λ is free parameter [123]. One can easily recognizes that PD
is degraded to CN, SL and LHN1 when λ = 0 λ = 0.5 and λ = 1,
respectively.
2.1.12 The Individual Attraction Index (IA). : Dong et al. [30] pro-
posed an index which relates not only the common neighbors of the
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nodes individually but also the effect of the sub-network created
by those.
s IA(x,y) =
∑
z∈ |Γ(x )∩Γ(y) |
ez
|Γ(z)| (12)
where ez is the number of links among node z with nodes x and y,
and their common neighbors. Since IA considers link between all
common neighbors, the algorithm is very time-consuming, thus,
Simple Individual Attraction Index (SIA) is also proposed in the
same study.
sSIA(x,y) =
∑
z∈ |Γ(x )∩Γ(y) |
1
kz
x
e + 2
|Γ(x) ∩ Γ(y)| (13)
Here, e is the average number of links among node z with nodes
x and y, and their common neighbors.
2.1.13 The Mutual Information Index (MI). : This method examines
the link prediction problem using information theory, and measures
the likelihood by conditional self-information when their common
neighbors are known [99].
sMI(x,y) = −I (ex,y |Γ(x) ∩ Γ(y)) (14)
where ex,y is the conditional self-information of the existence of
a link between node x and y given the set of their common neigh-
bors. The smaller −I (ex,y |Γ(x) ∩ Γ(y)) means the higher likelihood
to be linked, and it can be derived from the property of the self-
information as:
I (ex,y |Γ(x) ∩ Γ(y)) = I (ex,y ) − I (ex,y ; Γ(x) ∩ Γ(y)) (15)
If all the link between common neighbors are assumed to be
independent of each other, then
I (ex,y ; Γ(x) ∩ Γ(y)) =
∑
z∈ |Γ(x )∩Γ(y) |
I (ex,y ; z) (16)
Here, I (ex,y ) is the self-information of that node pair of x and y
is connected while I (ex,y ; Γ(x) ∩ Γ(y)) is is the mutual information
between the event that node pair conditioned on the common
neighbors, and can be calculated as:
I (ex,y ) = −loд2(1 −
|Γ(y) |∏
i=1
|E | − |Γ(x) − i + 1|
|E | − i + 1 ) (17)
I (ex,y ; z) = 1|Γ(z)|(|Γ(z)| − 1)
∑
u,v ∈Γ(z):u,v
I (eu,v ) − I (eu,v |z)
(18)
Therefore, the conditional self-information of nodes x and y
being connected is derived as [75]:
I (ex,y |z) = loд2
|{ex,y : x ,y ∈ Γ(z), ex,y ∈ E}|
1
2 |Γ(z)|(|Γ(z)| − 1)
(19)
2.1.14 CAR Based Index (CB). : When a node interacts with an-
other neighbor node, it is called as first-level neighborhood; whereas,
the interaction between first-level neighbor node and its neighbor
node is called second-level neighborhood for seed node. According
to Cannistraci [21], researchers mostly consider first-level neighbor-
hood because second-level neighborhood is very noisy; however,
it also carries important information about the topology of the
network. Therefore, CB filters these noises and considers to nodes
interlinked with neighbors mostly. The similarity metric can be
calculated as follows:
sCB(x,y) =
∑
z∈Γ(x )∩Γ(y)
1 + Γ(x) + Γ(y) + Γ(z)2 (20)
2.1.15 Functional Similarity Weight (FSW). : This index is first
used by Chou et al. in order to understand the similarity of physical
or biochemical characteristics proteins [25]. Their motivation is
based on the Czekanowski-Dice distance used in [20] to estimate
functional similarity of proteins. The score can be defined as:
sFSW(x,y) = (
2|Γ(x) ∩ Γ(y)|
|Γ(x) − Γ(y)| + 2|Γ(x) ∩ Γ(y)| + λ(x ,y) )
2 (21)
Here, λ(x ,y) is used to penalize the nodes which have very few
common neighbor, and defined as:
λ(x ,y) =max(0, Γavд − (|Γ(x) − Γ(y)|) + (|Γ(x) ∩ Γ(y)|)) (22)
where Γavд is the average number of neighbours that each nodes
has in the network.
2.1.16 Local Neighbors Link Index (LNL). : Motivated by the co-
hesion between common neighbors and predicted nodes, both at-
tribute and topological features is examined in [113].
sLNL(x,y) =
∑
z∈ |Γ(x )∩Γ(y) |
w(z) (23)
wherew(z) is weight of node z, defined by:
w(z) =
∑
u ∈Γ(x )∪x δ (z,u) +
∑
v ∈Γ(y)∪y δ (z,y)
|Γ(z)| (24)
Here, δ (a,b) is the boolean variable which represents whether
there exist a link between a and b, and is equal to 1 when there is
link between a and b, otherwise equals to 0.
2.1.17 Local Affinity Structure Index (LAS). : LAS shows the affinity
relationship between a pair of nodes and their common neighbors.
The hypothesis used here is that more affinity of two nodes and
their common neighbor increases the probability to be linked [98].
sLAS(x,y) =
|Γ(x) + Γ(y)|
|Γ(x)| +
|Γ(x) + Γ(y)|
|Γ(y)| (25)
2.2 Global Similarity Based Approaches
Global similarity based approaches, on the contrary of local ones,
use the whole topology of the network to rank similarity between
node pairs; therefore, they are not limited to measure the similar-
ity between nodes which are locating far away from each other.
Although considering the whole topology of network gives more
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flexibility in link prediction analysis, it also increases the time com-
plexity of the algorithm. Based on the characteristics of the method
used, they can be classified as path-based methods, in which ensem-
ble of all paths between node pairs are used, and randomwalk based
methods, in which transition probabilities between two nodes to
represent the how far random walker traveled are used.
2.2.1 Katz Index (KI). : The metric defined by Katz in [57] not only
considers the path between specific neighbor nodes, rather, sums
over the sets of paths and exponentially damped by length to be
counted more intensively with shorter paths.
sKI(x,y) =
∞∑
i=1
βi .|A⟨i ⟩xy )| (26)
Here, β is free parameter (β > 0) and called the "damping factor".
One can realize that KI yields very similar score when β is low
enough, because the paths which have higher lengths contribute
less, and similarity index is simply determined by the shorter paths
[73].
In the case of β < 1
λA1
, where λA1 is the largest eigenvalue of
adjacency matrix, the similarity matrix can be written as follows:
SKI = (I − βA)−1 − I (27)
where I is the identity matrix.
2.2.2 Global Leicht-Holme-Newman Index (GLHN). : The idea be-
hind GLHN is very similar to that of KI, since it also gives high
similarity to the nodes if number of paths between these corre-
sponding nodes are high [62].
SGLHN = λ(I − βA)−1 (28)
where β and λ are free parameters, and smaller value of β gives
more importance to the shorter paths, and vice versa.
2.2.3 SimRank (SR). This index computes the similarity starting
from the hypothesis "two objects are similar if they are related to
similar objects.", and is recursively defined [55]. It is equal to 1 when
x = y, otherwise,
sSR(x,y) = γ .
∑
a∈Γ(x )
∑
b ∈Γ(y) sSR(a,b)
|Γ(x)|.|Γ(y)| (29)
where γ ∈ [0, 1] is called decay factor, and controls how fast the
effect of neighbor nodes (a and b) reduces as they move away the
original nodes (x,y). SR can be explained in terms of random walk
process, that is, sSR(x,y) measures how long the two random walkers
are expected to meet on a particular node, starting with the x and
y nodes. Its applicability is constrained on large networks due to
its computational complexity [67, 108].
2.2.4 Pseudo-inverse of the Laplacian Matrix (PLM). : Using Lapla-
cian matrix (L = D −A) rather than Adjacency matrix (A) gives an
alternative representation of a graph, where D is the unit diagonal
matrix [95]. The Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of the Laplacian
matrix, represented by L+ can be used in the calculation of proxim-
ity measures [39]. Since PLM is calculated as inner product cosine
similarity, it is also called "cosine similarity time" in the literature
[108].
sPLM(x,y) =
L+(x,y)√
L+(x,x )L
+
(y,y)
(30)
2.2.5 Hitting Time (HT) and Average Commute Time (ACT). : HT
is defined as the average number of steps to be taken by random
walker to reach node y, starting from x. Because HT is not a sym-
metric metric, one may consider to ACT, which is defined as the
average number of steps to be taken by random walker starting
from x to reach node y, and that from y to reach node x.
sHT(x,y) = 1 +
∑
z∈Γ(x )
Px,zs
HT
(z,y) (31)
Here, Pi, j = D−1A, where A is the adjacency matrix andDi, j = 0
and Di,i =
∑
j Ai, j [108].
sACT(x,y) = s
HT
(x,y) + s
HT
(y,x ) (32)
For the sake of computational simplicity, ACT can be computed
in closed form by using the pseudo-inverse of the Laplacian matrix
of the graph as follows [39]:
sACT(x,y) =m(L+(x,x ) + L+(y,y) − 2L+(x,y)) (33)
One challenge of HT andACT is that it gives very small proximity
measures when terminal node has high stationary probability, πy
regardless of the identity of starting node. This problem can be
solved by normalizing the scores as −sHT(x,y).πy and −(sHT(x,y).πy +
sHT(y,x ).πx , respectively [68].
2.2.6 Rooted PageRank (RPR). : PageRank (PR) is the metric used
by Google Search to determine the relative importance of the web-
pages by treating links as a vote. The recursively defined PR on
G(V ,E) can be obtained for single node as follows:
sPR(x ) =
1 − β
|V | + β
∑
z∈Γ−1(x )
sPR(z)
|Γ(x)| (34)
where, β is the damping factor. Personalized PR (PRP) can be ob-
tained by inner product of the two PR values of the nodes as:
sPRP(x,y) = s
PR
(x ) .s
PR
(y) (35)
RPR, on the other hand, defines that the rank of a node is pro-
portional to the likelihood that it can be reached through random
walk [19, 108].
sRPR(x,y) = (1 − λ)(1 − λPx,y )−1 (36)
Here, Pi, j = D−1A, where A is the adjacency matrix andDi, j = 0
and Di,i =
∑
j Ai, j . It should be noted that, one can calculate PR
by averaging the columns of RPR [93].
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2.2.7 Escape Probability (EP). : The metric, which can be derived
from RPR, measures the likelihood that the random walk, starting
from node x, visits node y before coming back to the node x again
[104]. If we defineQ(x ,y) to be equal to (1−λD−1A)−1 = sRPR(x,y)/(1−
λ), the equation of EP can be written as follows [93]:
sEP(x,y) =
Q(x ,y)
Q(x ,x).Q(y,y) −Q(x ,y).Q(y,x) (37)
2.2.8 Random Walk (RW). : Random walk, introduced by mathe-
matician Karl Pearson, is nothing more than the following Markov
chain: First, starting node is selected and moved to the randomly
selected neighbor. Then new starting node is considered as previous
terminal node and walk is repeated [85]. The probability vector of
reaching a node starting from node x is defined as follows:
®px (t) = MT ®px (t − 1) (38)
whereM is the matrix called as "transition probability matrix", and
equals to Ai, j/∑k Ai,k , where A is the adjacency matrix [72].
Suppose that α denotes the probability that node x randomly
moves toward any neighbor node, so, 1−α represents the probability
that random walker turns back to the node x. The closed form of
the solution at steady state is as follows:
®px = (1 − α)(I − αMT )−1 ®sx (39)
Here, ®sx represents seed vector in which elements of ®sx x are 1,
the others are equal to 0. Similarity metric between nodes x and y,
sRW(x,y), can be defined as:
sRW(x,y) = ®px
y (40)
2.2.9 Random Walk with Restart (RWR). : Since RW does not yield
symmetric matrix, the metric of RWR, very similar to RPR, looks
for the probability that random walker starting from node x visits
node y and come back to initial state node x at steady state.
sRW(x,y) = ®px
y
+ ®pyx (41)
2.2.10 Maximal Entropy RandomWalk (MERW). : The basic MERW
algorithm, based on maximum uncertainty principle, were used
due to necessity of defining uniform path distribution in Monte
Carlo simulations even in 1980s [52], however, its application on
stochastic models are very recent [34]. The main purpose here is
to maximize the entropy of the random walk which can be defined
as follows:
lim
l→∞
−∑Alxy ∈Al p(Alxy ) lnp(Alxy )
l
(42)
Here, p(Alxy ) is the multiplication of iterative transition matrices
(Mxz .Mzt ...Mty ), and those can be calculated as follows:
Mi j =
Ai j
λ
ψj
ψi
(43)
where A is the adjacency matrix, andψ is the normalized eigen-
vector with normalization constant λ [65, 75].
2.2.11 The Blondel Index (BI). : The index is proposed by Blondel et
al. tomeasure the similarity of "automatic extraction of synonyms in
a monolingual dictionary" [16]. Although BI used for understanding
the similarity between two different graphs, Martinez et al. shows
its iteratively computed from can also bi used to understand the
similarity of two nodes in a single graph [75].
S(t) = AS(t − 1)A
T +AT S(t − 1)A
| |AS(t − 1)AT +AT S(t − 1)A| | (44)
whereA is adjacency matrix and | |M | | is the Frobenius matrix form,
which can be calculated as follows:
| |Mmxn | | =
√
m∑
i=1
m∑
i=1
M2i, j (45)
The similarity metric is obtained when S(t) is converged sBI(x,y) =
Sx,y (t = c), where t = c denotes the steady state level.
2.3 Quasi-Local Similarity Based Approaches
Trade-off between the efficiency of using the information of whole
network topological structure in global approaches and the less
time complexity of the algorithms in local approaches emerged
a balanced method which is called quasi-local similarity based
approaches. These approaches are also limited in the calculation
of similarities between arbitrary node pairs; however, they give
an opportunity to compute the similarity between a node and its
neighbors of neighbors. Although some of them still consider to
the whole topology of network, their time complexity is still below
than that of global approaches.
2.3.1 The Local Path Index (LPI). : The index, very similar to well
known approaches of KI and CN, considers local path with a wider
perspective by using the information of not only the nearest neigh-
bor but also the next 2 and 3 nearest neighbor [71, 122].
SLP = A2 + αA3 (46)
where A is adjacency matrix and α is free parameter to adjust the
relative importance of of the neighbors within length 2 distances
and length 3 distances. The metric can be also extended for higher
orders as:
SLP
(n) =
n∑
i=2
α i−2Ai (47)
Since the high complexity in higher order LP, only neighbors
within length 3 distances are preferred more. One can easily realize
that the similarity matrix degenerates to CN when n = 2, and may
give very similar result with KI at low α values without necessitat-
ing the inverse transform . Similarity between two nodes can be
found as sLP(x,y) = S
LP
x,y .
2.3.2 Local (LRW) and Superposed Random Walks (SRW). : Al-
though algorithms based on random walks perform well, sparsity
and the amount of data are still challenging problem for these al-
gorithms; therefore, Liu and Lü proposed LRW which does not
concentrates the stationary , instead, number of iterations is fixed
[71].
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sLRW(x,y) (t) =
|Γ(x)|
2|E |
®pxy (t) +
|Γ(y)|
2|E |
®pyx (t) (48)
Since superposing all the random walkers starting from same
points may help to prevent sensitive dependence of LRW to the
nodes further away, SRW is proposed as:
sSRW(x,y) (t) =
t∑
l=1
sLRW(x,y) (l) (49)
where t denotes the time steps.
2.3.3 Third-Order Resource Allocation Based on Common Neighbor
Interactions (RACN). : Motivated by RA index, Zhang et el. proposed
RACN in which resource of nodes are allocated to the neighbors
[75, 120].
sRACN(x,y) =
∑
z∈Γ(x )∩Γ(y)
1
|Γ(z)| +
∑
ei, j ∈E, |Γ(j) |< |Γ(i) |
( 1|Γ(i)| −
1
|Γ(j)| )
(50)
where i ∈ Γ(x) and j ∈ Γ(j). The superiority of the RACN to the
original RA has been shown in different datasets [121].
2.3.4 FriendLink Index (FL). : The similarity of two nodes is deter-
mined according to their normalized counts of paths between them
with varying length l .
sFL(x,y) =
l∑
i=1
1
i − 1
|Aix,y |∏i
j=2 (|V | − j)
(51)
where |V | is the number of vertices in graph. The metric is favorable
due to its high performance and speed [84].
2.3.5 PropFlow Predictor Index (PFP). : PFP is a metric which is
inspired by Rooted PageRank, and simply equals to the probability
that the success of random walk started as node x and terminates
at node y not more than l steps [69]. This restricted random walk
selects links based on weights, denoted as ω [108].
sPFP(x,y) = s
PFP
(a,x )
ωxy∑
k ∈Γ(x ) ωxy
(52)
The most important superiority of PFP is its widespread use
in directed, undirected, weighted, unweighted, sparse or dense
networks.
3 MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD METHODS
Maximum likelihood approaches assume networks to have a known
structure. Based on the structure of the network, they fit a statistical
model and then compute the probability of non-observed links to
exist. It should be noted that maximum likelihood methods are very
time-consuming and generally are not very accurate.
3.1 Hierarchical Structure Model
[26] proposed a method in which they consider networks having a
hierarchical structure. In fact, many networks have a hierarchical
structure, e.g. protein interaction networks, metabolic networks,
etc. [87]. The method represents the network by a dendrogram with
|N| leaves and |N-1| internal nodes. Each leaf is a node from the
original network and each internal node represents the relation-
ship of the descendent nodes in dendrogram. In a representative
dendrogram, the likelihood of dendrogram with the set of internal
node probabilities is calculated as follows:
L (D, {pr }) =
∏
r ∈D
pErr (1 − pr )Lr Rr−Er (53)
In the equation above, D is the dendrogram, each internal node r
is associated with a probability pr and the connecting probability of
a pair of nodes (leaves) is equal to pr ′ while r
′ is the lowest common
ancestor of these two nodes. Lr and Rr are number of leaves in the
left and right subtrees rooted at r, respectively. Er is the number of
links in the network connecting nodes that have internal node n as
their lowest common ancestor in D.
If dendrogram D is fixed, it is pr that maximizes the likelihood
function for each r is calculated by:
p¯r =
Er
LrRr
(54)
So, the likelihood of the dendrogram is:
L(D) =
∏
r ∈D
[
(1 − p¯r )1−p¯r p¯r p¯r
]Lr Rr
(55)
The algorithm to find the missing links then is as follows [73]: 1)
finding a set of dendrograms representing the network. 2) for each
pair of nodes i,j which are not connected in the network, calculate
the mean connecting probability by averaging the corresponding
probability < pi j > over all sampled dendrograms. 3) sorting the
nodes based on < pi j >. The higher the value, the more likely the
link exists.
3.2 Stochastic Block Model
When the network can not be represented as a hierarchical structure,
another approach will be taken. This new approach assumes that
nodes are in communities or blocks. Then, the probability of the
existence of an edge between two nodes is related to the block they
belong to. We first determine a partition M in which all nodes are
assigned to one group. The connecting probability for two nodes in
groups α and β is shown by Qα β . lα β shows the number of edges
between nodes in groups α and β , and rα β is number of pairs of
node that one node is in α and the other one is in β . The likelihood
of the network structure is calculated by [46]:
L(A|M) =
∏
α ≤β
Q
lα β
α β (1 −Qα β )rα β−lα β (56)
The optimal Qα β is:
Q∗α β =
lα β
rα β
(57)
And finally the reliability of a link using Bayes theorem [12] is
[46]:
Rxy = L(Axy = 1|A) =
∫
Ω
L(Axy = 1|M)L(A|M)p(M)dM∫
Ω
L(A|M ′)p(M ′)dM ′ (58)
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here, ω is the set of possible partitions. Due to the fast growth
of ω when number of nodes increase, this stochastic block model is
not appropriate for large netwroks.
4 PROBABILISTIC METHODS
Probabilistic models aim at observing the relational structure of a
network and predicting the weight or value of links in the network.
Threemain probabilistic models for link prediction are: probabilistic
relational models (PRM), stochastic relational models (SRM) and
probabilistic entity relationship models [73]. Whether the network
is directed or undirected, different models are used.
To understand the notations and underlying concepts of prob-
abilistic models of link prediction, one should be familiar with
relational algebra notations, relational bayesian networks (RBN)
[54] and relational markov networks (RMN)[102].
4.1 Probabilistic Relational Models
PRM [40] defines joint probability distribution over the attributes of
a relational dataset [73]. A schema includes a set of classes and a set
of relations. Each entity in a schema, contains some attributes, and
the value of each attribute is limited to a predefined domain. This is
defined as a Schema. A skeleton structure σ of a relational schema
is a partial specification of an instance of the schema [40]. [73] gives
student-course selection system as an example of skeleton graph.
Students and courses are the two types of nodes. Each student
can have four attribute: grade, age, sex, and department (the same
applies for course). The relation of this skeleton is selection (i.e.
students select a course).
The conditional probability distribution (CPD) of a variable x
given its parents is as follows [73]:
∏
t ∈T
∏
X ti ∈X t
∏
ν :T (ν )=t
p(xtνi |pax tνi )
∏
e :T (e)=t
p(xtei |pax tei ) (59)
Here T (ν ) is type of node, T is the types set, xtνi is attribute value
of node νi with type t , and pax denotes the parents of node x [73].
The disadvantage of this model is that it is computationally
difficult and naively avoids cycles. On the other hand, Relational
Markov Networks use undirected graph. They are easy to learn
discriminatively and they can include cycles.
4.2 Probabilistic Entity-Relationship Models
Aprobabilistic entity-relationshipmodel is based on entity-relationship
(ER) model [51]. enitity-relationship model is an abstraction of
database structure. The most important and widely used entity-
relationshil model is directed acyclic probabilistic entity-relationship
model (DAPER). six classes make a DAPER: Entity classes, Rela-
tionship classes, Attribute classes, Arc classes, Local distribution
classes, and Constraint classes. These models are capable of per-
forming better than the other models when the relational structure
is uncertain, and are more expensive than PRMs. .
4.3 Stochastic Relational Models
The key concept of stochastic relational models, is ’a stochastic
entity-wise process which is caused by interplay of multiple entity-
wise Gaussian processes (GP)’ [117]. Stochastic Relational Models
are discriminative [117].
It is assumed that links r are by a latent relational function
t : U × V → R and p(ri,n |ti,n ) where ri,n is each link and ti,n is
its latent value. Also, θΣ and θω are the hyperparameters for GP
kernel function on U and GP kernel function on V , respectively. If
I be index set of entity pairs, the marginal likelihood would be:
p(RI |θ ) =
∫ ∏
(i,n))
p(ri,n |ti,n )p(t |θ )dt (60)
first the θ values are estimated by maximizing the evidence. Then
the link for a new pair of entities can be predicted by marginaliza-
tion over a posteriori p(t |RI,θ ) [117].
5 FEATURE LEARNING METHODS
Automatic graph feature learning is feasible using graph embedding
and representation learning models. These learning methods can be
viewed as graph dimensionality reduction techniques which map
the graph structure based on features best describing the relations
between the nodes and embed the nodes to a low dimensional fea-
ture space [49]. Embedding algorithms try to preserve the structure
of the embedded graph in the vector space by keeping the neigh-
boring nodes closer to each other [43]. In contrast with classical
methods which study node neighborhoods through calculating sim-
ilarity basedmetrics, feature representation learning algorithms can
learn features automatically preventing hand-engineered features
[45].
Mapping the graph to a vector space is also known as encoding
and reconstruction of the node neighborhood from the embedded
graph is referred as decoding. Graph representation can be learned
through supervised or unsupervised manners that both learn to
optimize the graph embeddings [49]. This mapping can be defined
for graph G = < V, E > as f : vi → yi ∈ Rd ,∀i ∈ [n] such that
d ≪| V | [43]. V refers to the set of vertices of graph G, E is
defined as the set of edges in the graph, n denotes the total number
of vertices, vi is a sample node which has been embedded to d-
dimensional vector space and the embedded node is represented
by yi .
Optimizing the graph mappings consists of joint optimization
of the encoder and the decoder resulting in learning the graph
transformation to low dimensional feature space [49]. Mostly, the
Stochastic Gradient Descent algorithm is used for this optimization
problem. The decoding function receives a set of node embeddings
as input to decode the graph statistics or class information by
reconstructing the node neighborhood. A pairwise decoder which
map a pair of embedded nodes to a real value measurement of the
proximities based on the original graph neighborhoods is defined
as follows [49]:
DEC(DEC(vi ),DEC(vj )) = DEC(yi ,yj ) ≈ sG (vi ,vj ) (61)
where sG refers to the class information or graph statistics for
the two nodes vi and vj in the original graph G, yi and yj are
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the embeddings of these nodes respectively. The mapping by the
decoder can be denoted as Rd × Rd → R+ [49].
Graph representation learningmodels and embedding algorithms
are used in literature closely and interchangeably. However, em-
bedding algorithms to a low dimensional vector space might refer
to node embedding or embedding the whole structure of the graph
which have diverse applications. In this work we refer to graph rep-
resentation and embedding algorithms only as methods to embed
each local topology of nodes to vector space that can reconstruct
the neighborhood for the embedded node.
Generally, graph classifiers learn some parameters over the input
embeddings which work as input features to the classifiers [43].
Studies on graph representation learning have mostly considered
learning the structure of small graphs or subgraphs. The difficulty
of learning structure of huge graphs like complex social networks
arises from the large number of vertices and edges besides their
evolving structure over time [7, 8, 64].
Diverse graph embedding techniques have become available
through recent studies. These algorithms can be categorized into 1)
Matrix Factorization Based Models, 2) Random Walk Based Models,
and 3) Deep Neural Network Models. Link prediction studies based
on these representation learning methods can be viewed as either
generative models or discriminative models or combination of the
two. Generative algorithms study the problem of link prediction
through an optimization problem maximizing future edge likeli-
hoods [107]. A few generative models consider both node and edge
formations by directly learning over the adjacency matrix of the
graph. An example is GraphRNN which studies adjacency matrices
by applying a mapping function to the adjacency matrix to gain se-
quences of nodes and feed the sequences to a multilayer perceptron
[115]. This generative model learns the distribution of the structure
of the flattened graphs and employs BFS to limit the number of
edge predictions[115].
5.1 Matrix Factorization Based Methods
The links between nodes can also be represented by using adja-
cency matrix, in which each row and column represent different
nodes and the boolean variable denotes whether link exist between
node pairs. In matrix factorization based methods, vector represen-
tation of the topology-related features form N-dimensional space,
where N is the number of nodes in the network. The main pur-
pose, here, is to reduce dimensionality of this space by preserving
nonlinearity and locality. Thus, global structure of topology may
be generally lost[100]. Singular value decomposition(SVD) was
one of the commonly used method due to its feasibility in low-
rank approximations [27, 83]. Here, link function, L(.) is defined as
G ≈ L(U ∩UT ), whereU ∈ Rnxk∩ ∈ Rkxk , where n denotes num-
ber of nodes and k represents the number of latent variables in SVD.
The similarity between node pairs s(x ,y) is defined by L(uTx ∩ uTy ).
Since, the methods based on graph embedding techniques using
inner product decoders aimed to follow and improve one of the
earliest dimensionality reduction technique, Laplacian Eigenmaps,
we will look into details these methods.
5.1.1 Laplacian Eigenmaps. The old algorithm was proposed by
Belkin and Niyoki [14], first constructs graph using ϵ or K nearest
neighbor [27], then loss function is minimized using the weight of
node pairs. The decoder in encoder-decoder framework of Laplacian
Eigenmaps can be identified as:
DEC(zi , zj ) = |zi − zj |22 (62)
where the weights of the loss function is defined pairs computed
by the similarity between node pairs in the graph:
L =
∑
(vi ,vj )∈D
DEC(zi , zj ).W (vi ,vj ) (63)
5.1.2 Graph Factorization. Graph factorization uses the same loss
function given in Laplacian Eigenmaps, and optimized it using
stochastic gradient descent. Therefore, it is also very efficient in
the existence of large networks [100]. Its aim is to distribute the
framework to partition the vector space and minimize the number
of neighboring of nodes rather than edges[5].
5.1.3 GraRep. GraRep also uses the same loss function given in
Laplacian Eigenmaps, and optimized it using stochastic gradient
descent. Therefore, it is also very efficient in the existence of large
networks [100]. While model reducing the dimension of the vector
space, it also integrates global topological structure information
into learning [22].
5.1.4 HOPE. An inner product based method which preserves
the asymmetric transitivity for directed graph embeddings. This
property seems crucial to capture the graph structure while fac-
torizing the graph vertices to the vector space. This property also
comes in handy for decoding the embedded graph features [83]. To
approximate the high order proximities in this model, a Singular
Value Decomposition is applied on the proximity matrix and the
optimized vector representations are constructed using the singular
values [83].
5.2 RandomWalk Based Methods
Graphs exploration and sampling with random walks or search
algorithms like Bridth First Search (BFS) and Depth First Search
(DFS) have been used to investigate node features including node
centrality and node similarity [43].The importance of exploring
graphs with search algorithms is more obvious for huge graphs
including graphs of social networks to decrease the complexity by
limiting node and edge options. Representations with BFS provide
information about similarity of nodes in case of their roles in the
network, for instance being a hub [45]. In contrary, representations
with DFS can provide information about the communities that
nodes belong to. These algorithms have been recently applied along
with generative models to introduce edges and nodes directly to
the network [107]. Generative algorithms study the problem of link
prediction through an optimization problem maximizing future
edge likelihoods.
5.2.1 DeepWalk. This method approaches the graph representa-
tion learning as a natural language problem [86]. By applying ran-
dom walks to a set of random vertices through a stream of short
walks with a specific length, the nodes’ neighborhood and com-
munity information would be available. The SkipGram optimiza-
tion model which is mostly designed for language processing is
employed for the objective function to train and learn the graph
representations.
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5.2.2 Node2vec. Thismethod extendsDeepWalk to approach graph
embedding by a combination of BFS andDFS search algorithm to not
only learn node features, but also edge embeddings [45]. Node2vec
learns the representation of the edges through the embedding of
pairs of nodes by 2nd order random walk and applies bagging over
the embedded features of the individual nodes.
5.2.3 GraphGAN. In [107] an online edge generator adds new
edges to the structure of the graph based on random walk starting
from a single node, while a discriminator is dealing with the prob-
lem of link prediction learning over the features of the authentic
edges. GraphGAN bridges the disciminative and generative mod-
els for network evolution. However, this model does not consider
introducing new nodes to the structure of the network and only
studies edges.
5.2.4 GraphSAGE. Supervised learning representation of evolving
graphs based on the aggregated local feature information from
the neighboring nodes is addressed in [48]. The evolution of the
network is considered for both links and nodes in the graph. Starting
from a node, GraphSAGE samples a uniform number of immediate
neighboring nodes to collect their local features and map them to
feature vectors. It concatenates the node’s current representation
at depth equal to 1 to the same feature vector and the process
continues until a defined depth K is met. Then the results are fed
into a fully connected neural network to learn the aggregator’s
weights. The aggregator architectures is either Mean aggregator,
LSTM, or Pooling[48].
5.3 Neural Network Based Methods
5.3.1 GraphNeural Networks. The introduction of neural networks,
specially convolutional neural networks to graph structures have
led to extract features from complex graphs flexibly. The features
for these models include the information from the topology of the
network aggregated by the node attributes available from the data
domain [49]. The idea behind these models is that the structure
of the local neighborhood can be learned through the aggregated
feature information instead of exploring the whole graph.
In [50] the problem of link prediction is studied using a combina-
tion of two convolutional neural networks for the graph network
of molecules. The molecules are represented having a hierarchical
structure for their internal and external interactions. The graph
structure transformation to a low dimensional vector space is ob-
tained from an internal convolutional layer which is randomly
initialized for each node representation and trained by backprop-
agation. The external conovlutional layer receives the embedded
nodes as input to learn over the external graph representations.
Finally, the link prediction algorithm consists of a multilayer neural
network which was accepting the final representations to predict
the molecule-molecule interactions by a softmax function.
5.3.2 Graph Autoencoders. Autoencoders consist of an encoder-
decoder structure in which the encoder learns to embed the graph
into a low dimensional vector space by preserving the structural in-
formation, the decoder learns to decode the embedded information
of the graph and output the studied labels. This output might con-
tain community belonging label or positive/negative link prediction
class labels [49]. The neural network based architecture of autoen-
coders results in extracting the complex features of the graphs. In
contrast with the factorization based models which encode each
node directly to a single representation in the vector space, au-
toencoders learn the graph structures using neural network archi-
tectures and reduce the graph dimensionality in accordance with
the number of channels of the autoencoder hidden layers. These
models also outperform the factorization based node mappings as a
result of being able to embed the nodes into sequences with diverse
length [23]. This benefits the autoencoders to not only achieve
high performances for testing over the unseen node embeddings,
but also aggregate the node attributes to improve their prediction
accuracy more [49].
LINE. This model is a combination of two encoder-decoder struc-
tures to study and optimize first and second node proximities in
the vector space [49].
DNGR. This method embeds the node local neighborhood in-
formation using a random surfing method and studies single em-
beddings through autoencoders than pairwise transformations.
The neural network based architecture of autoencoders results
in extracting the complex features of the graphs and include non-
linearity [23].
SDNE. Is a representation learning model which is very similar
to DNGR by a few differences in accordance with the similarity
based metric to study the graph, objective function optimization,
and the encoder-decoder implementation details.
5.3.3 Graph Differentiable Pooling. Employing neural networks
to learn the structure of complex graphs is getting more popular.
However, the hierarchical structure of the graph cannot be learned
through these models. This problem is well addressed by DIFF-
POOL [114] which is a pooling method to learn complex graph
representations. Applying this pooling process in conjunction with
neural networks works as a mapping approach for nodes to soft
clusters which will be fed into a convolutional layer as the inputs
[114]. This model facilitates the learning graph representations of
complex structures and their deep features which are beneficial for
the problems of graph classification and link prediction.
6 SUPERVISED LINK PREDICTION
Introduction of supervised learning algorithms to the problem of
link prediction led to the state-of-the-art models achieving high
prediction performances [33]. These models view the problem of
link prediction as a classification task. To approach the link pre-
diction problem, supervised models are supposed to tackle a few
challenges. These challenges include the unbalanced data classes re-
sulting from the sparsity property of real networks and calculation
of the neighborhood similarity metrics to use as informative inde-
pendent features [49]. Learning over the similarity measurements
as features which represent the structure of the network along with
the node attributes according to the data domain result in super-
vised learning approaches to be powerful classifiers. Another option
to approach link prediction problem with supervised algorithms
is through learning the representation of the features through an
objective function which maximizes the prediction accuracy [45].
Numerous literature have approached link prediction problem
through classification models. Support Vector Machines, K-nearest
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Table 1: Network dataset collections
Collection Description
SNAP[63] A collection of more than 90 network datasets by Stanford Network Analysis Platform. With
biggest dataset consisting of 96 million nodes.
BioSNAP[74] More than 30 Bio networks datasets by Stanford Network Analysis Platform
KONECT[59] This collection contains more than 250 network datasets of various types, including social
networks, authorship networks, interaction networks, etc.
PAJEK[11] This collection contains more than 40 datasets of various types.
Network Repository[90] A huge collection of more than 5000 network datasets of various types, including social
networks,
Uri ALON[60] A collection of complex networks datasets by Uri Alon Lab.
NetWiki[79] More than 30 network datasets collection of various types.
WOSN 2009 Data Sets[105] A collection of facebook data provided by social computing group
Citation Network Dataset[101] A collection of citation network dataset extracted from DBLP, ACM, and other sources.
Grouplens Research[44] A movie rating network dataset.
ASU social computing data
repository[119]
A collection of 19 network datasets of various types: cheminformatics, economic networks, etc.
CNetS[3] A collection of 11 datasets.
Nexus network repository[2] A reository collection of network datasets by igraph.
SocioPatterns[1] A collection of 10 network datasets collected by SocioPatterns interdisciplinary research col-
laboration.
Mark Newman[80] A collection of Network datasets by Mark Newman.
Neighbors, Logistic Regression, Ensemble Learning and Random
Forrest, Multilayer Perceptron, Radial Basis Function network, and
Naive Bayes are just a few supervised learning methods extensively
used for link prediction. In [7] a comparison between a few of
these supervised models is reported and surprisingly, SVM with
RBF kernel was very successful in case of high accuracy and low
squared error.
The problem of link prediction for complex networks might be
investigated as in the field of computer vision in which the data
inputs are images. In [109] The adjacency matrix of the network is
represented as a binary image and for the training set and construct-
ing the set of true positives, random perturbations to the image of
the adjacency matrix is applied. A generative adversarial network
is trained over the perturbed images to generate fake images of the
adjacency matrices as inputs to the discriminator network, while
the discriminator network is trained to predict the missing links
through distinguishing between the real and fake images of the
adjacency matrices and minimize the link prediction error.
7 MULTI-SOURCE LINK PREDICTION
Link prediction problem for graphs of networks have been recently
studied through frameworks which concurrently extract the fea-
tures through multiple processes or from multiple resources. Multi-
source link prediction techniques seek to combine the advantages
each of the separate models can provide. These algorithms might
include weights to be assigned according to the contribution of
different link prediction techniques. Studying link prediction for
multi-layer and multiplex (multi-relational) networks is a basic ex-
ample of multi-source models. Multiplex networks have multi-layer
network structures in which different layers share the same set of
nodes [70].
Another example formulti-source link predictionmodels is CMA-
ES [15] which is designed by a linear combination of 16 node simi-
larity based metrics from the local and quasi-local feature extraction
categories. These metrics contribute in the problem of link predic-
tion with different weights. The weights for each of the similarity
based metrics are found by an evolutionary strategy which opti-
mizes the influence of each of the techniques through minimizing
the overall link prediction error.
8 DATASETS
A challenging part of most link prediction studies is implementation
and validation of the proposed methods and models. Dataset col-
lection is a time-consuming and labor-intensive work. While some
studies build their own dataset, majority of researchers prefer to use
an existing dataset. Some popular collections of network datasets
which might be used in link prediction studies are introduced in
table 1.
9 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK
Studying complex networks to predict the emerging links or missed
associations is feasible through a variety of approaches discussed
above. Feature extraction techniques, which provide information
about node neighborhoods, contribute to the task of link predic-
tion differently from the models extracting global features. Node
similarities result in higher chance of connection and community
belongings, and increase the probability of link emergence as well.
On the one hand, a few models have been proposed to aggregate
the benefits from a combination of classical methods. On the other
hand, the plentiful unsupervised methods available to extract fea-
tures make it laborious to pick the appropriate technique for a
specific domain.
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Machine learning approaches can present solutions to the afore-
mentioned problems by contributing to the task of link prediction
through multiple ways. Getting advantage from the feature extrac-
tion techniques, supervised learning models can approach the task
of link prediction as a classification method and combine node
attributes to the similarity based metrics as the model inputs. Addi-
tionally, machine learning models can come in handy to pick the
right combination of features by optimizing an objective function.
Graph embedding and representation learning algorithms can pro-
vide a combined solution to the mentioned problems by preparing
a low dimensional space which preserves the structural features
besides the global similarities. Moreover, learning the graph repre-
sentations lead to automatic selection of features which maximize
the prediction accuracy and prevent hand-engineered features.
Although the discussed models provide solutions to the task of
link prediction, approaching the huge graphs of complex networks
by the available unsupervised models or the machine learning
algorithms are not time efficient. We believe that exploiting the
advantages of multiple link prediction methods and approaching
this problem through concurrent algorithms is the solution. Con-
current learning of network features by multiple processes or from
different sources might incorporate the benefits of all the reviewed
models into a single framework.
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